
Legends of Learning - Phase One Synopsis (10 Chapters) 
 
START GAME 
 

1) A STRANGE INTRUDER 
 
--As soon as Player appears, they find Spiney Norman being attacked by a Bewilderment 
Drone. 
 
--QUEST: Defeat the Bewilderment Drone. 
 
--Spiney Norman thanks Player for the help. Helps Player find Dean Brainia. 
 
--Find Dean Brainia. She hears of the Bewilderment Drone and is worried. Wants to warn the 
other instructors and heads of the Academy. Can’t find her Knowledge Pad. 
 
-- QUEST: Dean Brainia asks you to get her Knowledge Pad. 
 
--Dean Brainia sends you to the Training Dojo to meet with Dr. Dozer and train. 
 
--QUEST: Defeat the Training Drones (Player will fail) 
 
--Spiney Norman finds Player. Dean Brainia wants him to alert Chef Miguel about the possible 
threat. Chef not answering his Knowledge Pad, but he is often too busy cooking to notice it. 
Spiney is actually afraid of Chef Miguel because of all the hot sauce he likes to use. Asks Player 
to alert Chef for him. 
 
--Find the Kitchen. Meet Chef Miguel. He is furious that his pizza sauce is too mild. He needs 
more peppers. Sends player on quest to the garden to get them. 
 
--QUEST: Find Garden, collect peppers. Must first get past Ms. Zane by answering questions 
(TEST). Then must collect only the right kind of peppers. All sorts of peppers are grown in the 
garden.  
 
--Player can’t carry the peppers. They are too hot, burn the hands when they leave the 
protective mist of the garden. 
 
--Leaving the garden, Player is waylaid by Gadgetron. He needs help testing a new Knowledge 
Delivery Device. Follow him to Gadgetron Workshop. 
 
--At Gadgetron Workshop. Player meets 24 Karat. Gadgetron pits Player against fellow recruit 
24 Karat, each armed with his new Knowledge Delivery Device. 
 



--QUEST: Defeat 24 Karat. 
 
--Upon success, Gadgetron thanks Player by giving him Protective Gloves (he notices the burns 
on Player’s hands). 
 
--Player returns to garden and collect the peppers. 
 
--Heading back to the kitchen, Player stopped by Dean Brainia. Proteus is with her. Where are 
they going with those peppers? Chef Miguel. Forget it! Those peppers will burn everyone’s 
throats out. She takes possession of the peppers. Has another task for them instead. 
Something strange is going on at the Library. She was just sending Proteus over to find out 
what’s going on. Wants Player to go with him. Go see what’s up and report back while Dean 
Brainia disposes of these dangerous peppers. 
 
--Quest: Find out what’s going on at the library. 
 
--Player reaches library. Meets Bookworm. She gasps, confused. Proteus went inside not two 
minutes ago! But Proteus hasn’t been in the library all day. Suspicious, Bookworm TESTS 
Player to make sure they’re OK. There are too many books in the library. It makes no sense. 
Recruits are lost in the stacks. She tried sending in Hansel and Gretel, who are great trackers, 
but they never came back. Since she’s not a physical being, she can’t help anyone. Sends 
Player in to help. 
 
--QUEST: Player and Proteus enter Library Labyrinth. Right away, Player and Proteus are 
separated, as a bookcase suddenly appears where there hadn’t been one before! Cut off, 
Player must find four recruits hidden within the maze. There are also Bewilderment Drones 
patrolling. Players battle Bewilderment Drones when they come across them (there are three). 
 
--Upon defeating the final Bewilderment Drone, the Library is suddenly back to normal. All the 
extra stacks and books are gone. Bookworm is shocked to see Player exit Library, because she 
gave him directions to the entrance to the sewer system not thirty seconds ago! What’s going 
on? Player is alarmed at the thought of a copy of himself running loose. Bookworm gives Player 
and Proteus directions to entrance to the sewer system. Find the Central Fountain, then turn 
down the north path from the Fountain and you’ll wind up at the entrance to the sewer system. 
 
--QUEST: Find the Entrance to the Sewer System. Player reaches the Central Fountain, turns 
north, but instead of the Sewers, finds the Dorms. What happened? 
 
--Return to where the Central Fountain was, but there is no fountain there. What’s going on? 
Screams are heard up ahead. 
 
--Player and Proteus follow the screams. They find Spiney Norman, hysterical. He won’t talk to 
player until he can TEST him. Once Player passes the test, Spiney calms a little. He thought he 



saw Player earlier, so he walked up to him to say hi. Then Player quickly turned and attacked 
Spiney, beating him into the ground with a barrage of Ignorance. Then Spiney saw the Player 
run off toward the Entrance to the Sewer Systems up ahead. 
 
--Player and Proteus enter the Sewers. Proteus slows. The filth of the sewer water they are 
wading through sickens him, and he can’t keep up. Player has to leave him behind, but runs into 
Spiney Norman. Except he knows it can’t be Spiney Norman, because he told them he’d never 
ever enter the sewers under any circumstances. Caught, ‘Spiney Norman’ attacks. 
 
--BOSS BATTLE: Defeat ‘Spiney Norman.’ 
 
--FINAL TWIST: The defeated Spiney Norman morphs into an African American man just as 
Cpt. Kyd arrives on the scene. Cpt. Kyd recognizes the man as Professor Kameleon, one of the 
Professors at the Academy! Professor Kameleon knows that the Academy is in trouble, but he 
can’t remember what the trouble is. He’s lost Knowledge. Is Ignorant. 
 
2) CHAPTER TWO 
 
--Bookworm reports that even though the library is back to normal after Professor Kameleon’s 
labyrinth, there are a few books missing. Books on water systems and the chemical makeup of 
water and how it combines with other chemicals. Professor Kameleon doesn’t remember why he 
took those books, or what he did with them. 
 
--meet Professor Kelpernicus, the Astronomy teacher. 
 
--Chef finds you. Where are his peppers? Dean Brainia took them. He’s pissed. 
 
--See Zeta for the first time while with 24 Karat. Shocked because she’s purple. 24 Karat 
doesn’t like her.  
 
--Player ignores 24 Karat and calls out to Zeta, who runs away. But she’s left something behind. 
Player takes it. 
 
--Someone unexpected discovered by the main water tower. 
 
--A strange paw print is found on the grounds. 
 
--Recruits are trapped underground as the reservoir floods, threatening to drown everyone. Why 
did this happen? There are Bewilderment Drones patrolling the area, ensuring that the flooding 
cannot be stopped. 
 
3) CHAPTER THREE 
 



--meet Cosmic Slug, prison guard 
 
--Meet The Middle Manager in prison 
 
--Dr. Destructo taunts and toys with player, who is sent to interview him (won’t answer question 
until Player can answer questions correctly) 
 
--Professor Kelpernicus has a cool space-themed quest for Player. 
 
--Professor Kelpernicus mentions the coming comet. Very excited. 
 
--a test case of the Ignorance Drug. A patch of veggies. Someone is affected by the drug. 
 
--Player comes across a blur of yellow movement. What could possibly move so fast? 
 
--puzzle quest based on Middle Manager. He has managed to start something catastrophic from 
inside prison just based on who has visited him. Players have to check the visitor logs and then 
figure out where to go to stop the crisis. 
 
4) CHAPTER FOUR 
 
--Recruits stagger out of mess hall, throats on fire. Quest to deliver enough water to them to put 
out the fires. 
 
--Dr. Destructo learns there are troubles at the Academy 
 
--Middle Manager released 
 
--Player is accosted by Cheetah cubs. Upon victory, should warn Dean Brainia 
 
--An emergency in the Observatory, man down. Zeta seen fleeing from the scene. 
 
--The comet passes too close to the sun, creating the energy being that infests the Professor 
and creates Quaczar. Massive destruction at the observatory. 
 
 
5)  CHAPTER FIVE 
 
--Player stops Mentalists as they are hypnotizing their way through the maintenance building. 
 
--Chef Miguel being escorted out by Cpt. Kyd. Too spicy one time too many. Been told multiple 
times. There are recruits now injured by his obsession with spice. 
 



--During Cheetah Lita’s attack, all recruits are called in. Zeta does not arrive.  
 
--Recruits are ordered to go and hide in the dorms. This is serious. Player and other recruits 
head for dorms. Fight Cheetah Cubs. Come across the prison. 
 
--Cosmic Slug found incapacitated. Player and team enter the Prison to stop the villainy. 
 
--Numerous mini-adventures. Cheetah Cubs. Bewilderment Drones. 
 
--Cheetah Lita boss battle at the prison. 
 
6) CHAPTER SIX 
 
--Dr. Destructo offers his assistance 
 
--Middle Manager visits Academy as representative of an authentic corporation “Laughing 
Ostriches, Incorporated” L.O.I. Legion of Ignorance? Why is he on site? What, exactly, is he 
doing? 
 
--Middle Manager causes an emergency by working the system against itself. 
 
--Player spots Zeta doing something suspicious. Decides to follow. Sees Zeta duck back into 
the Life Science building. 
 
--Zeta has travelled down to the forbidden lower floors. How did she get a key card? Because it 
has just been activated, it has not completely locked, Player can solve a puzzle to enter the 
elevators. 
 
--The forbidden lower floors are overrun with giant, robotic beetles. Player Eventually finds Zeta 
trying to close a large pipe that has beetles coming out of and into the lab. She can’t close the 
pipe, because she lost her (thing Player found earlier). It turns out, she noticed with her alien 
senses, the chittering of the beetles as they have been trying to dig their way into the building. 
No one believed her when she told the professors, and she pestered them so much that they 
forbid her from entering the building, so she’s been sneaking in here when she could to try and 
find where the beetles are digging and stop them. She thinks they are smart, because they 
always do their digging when something big is going on and people are distracted. Player helps 
Zeta close the entrance hole and then has to stamp out all the beetles on the floor using the 
knowledge force. 
 
--Boss Battle: Middle Manager using others to fight for him. Player defeats them, Middle 
Manager gets away. 
 
 



7) CHAPTER SEVEN 
 
--Spotting Chef Miguel on Academy. I thought he’d been escorted off? Bring this to Cpt. Kyd’s 
attention. 
 
--Player is ambushed by an Astrobot, loses fight, is captured 
 
--Player wakes up in a cell. Visited by Ringleader. Player has been a pain in her side and Player 
is no longer going to squelch her plan. Player will be sprayed with the Ignorance Drug to make 
Player forget everything and not be smart enough to foil her anymore. 
 
--Player marched under guard of Muscle Mimes to be sprayed with drug. But right before the 
spraying begins, Proteus manages to save Player. Now player must escape. This will entail 
defeating bad guys and solving a puzzle to unlock a door. 
 
--Boss battle as Player is scaping. Astrobot again, but with Proteus’ help. This time, Player can 
defeat Astrobot. 
 
--a schematic of the entire water system is found after defeating a villain. 
 
 
8) CHAPTER EIGHT 
 
--Dr. Destructo shares a theory that is incorrect but leads player to do something wrong. Theory 
involves player needing to secure barrels of flammable liquid. (alerts Chef Miguel to Player’s 
actions, leading Chef to steal from player) 
 
--Player is asked to get flammable liquid. Hijacked by crazed Chef Miguel. Alert Dean Brainia. 
 
--Dean Brainia warned, does not believe plot, Recruits must have evidence. 
 
--Player gets evidence of plot to sabotage water supply. 
 
--Dean Brainia warned a second time, with evidence. She believes, she will quickly send out the 
alarm not to use the water. Can’t reach the kitchen. Sends player to kitchen to warn everybody. 
 
9) CHAPTER NINE 
 
--QUEST: Find Key Card to get into kitchen. 
 
--Discover Bomb. QUEST: Defuse bomb. (find the right tools/solve the puzzle) 
 
--Chef Miguel catches you dismantling his bomb. Furious. 



 
--BOSS BATTLE: Defeat Chef Miguel 
 
--FINAL TWIST: Alerted to fact that Ringleader is going to poison the entire fire alarm and 
sprinkler systems. 
 
--Leave defeated Chef with (recruit? Not Cpt. Kyd, he can’t seem incompetent) Hurry off to foil 
Ringleader. 
 
10) CHAPTER TEN 
 
--Middle Manager returns during final assault and chaos of Chapter 10 
 
--He is instrumental in helping player stop Ringleader, but in a way that allows Chef Miguel to 
complete his own plan.  
 
--Dr. Destructo escapes, leaving message in his cell. 
 
--Kitchen explodes anyway. Chef succeeded. Burnt in the blast. In the chaos, Dr. Destructo 
escapes. Then a hint that something survived the blast… 
 


